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CD+M Lighting Design Group is an international lighting design consultancy comprised of designers whose work encompasses a variety
of markets. Our award-winning design team has extensive experience creating innovative custom lighting plans to enhance architectural
environments. Our clients include leading architects, interior designers and developers in more than 20 countries worldwide.
With staff in the US, UAE, UK and PRC, our designers are fluent in multiple languages, maintain close ties to global manufacturers and suppliers
and have an excellent understanding of how to integrate lighting into both architecture and landscaping.

GRAND HYATT, INCHEON, KOR
With 1,022 rooms, suites and residences, the Grand
Hyatt Incheon offers a subtle blend of Western and
Korean traditions. Inspired by the hotel’s location, the
interior design emulates calmness and fluidity through
the use of organic forms, empty space and a carefully
edited materials palette., the new Grand Hyatt Incheon
provides an unparalleled guest experience unique to the
region. The West Tower has been named Korea’s first
LEED® (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design)
Gold-Certified hotel by the U.S. Green Building Council.

MGM DIAOYUTAI BOUTIQUE HOTEL, CHENGDU, PRC
Set in the ancient, traditional alleyways of
Chengdu’s historic center, this boutique hotel
experience offers 50 rooms that inhabit 2
separate buildings. The design was an artistic
journey through playful use of materials, colors
and decorations that give an absolutely unique
experience for guests. CD+M designed lighting
solutions that addressed all of the concerns and
requirements of the space, and provided designs
for all of the public interior spaces, as well as the
exterior facades and landscape.

JW MARRIOTT HOTEL, TAIYUAN, PRC
As the first super 5-star luxury hotel in Shanxi Province,
PRC, this JW Marriott will be opened to public in 2017.
The hotel is situated in a large size urban mixed use
project – MAO YE with a total GFA of 650,000 SM.
The luxury hotel owns more than 300 guest rooms,
including presidential suites, Vice-Presidential suites,
Chinese Restaurant, Specialty Restaurant, Ball Room,
Fitness Center etc. CD+M is teaming up with Wilson
Associates to provide the lighting design for the entire
interior public spaces.
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